C Ionian - Play Over: Cmaj7

C Dorian - Play Over: Cm7

C Phrygian - Play Over: Cm7(b9)

C Lydian - Play Over: Cmaj7(#11)

C Mixolydian - Play Over: C7

C Aeolian - Play Over: Cm7

C Locrian - Play Over: Cm7(b5)
F# IONIAN - PLAY OVER: F#maj7

F# DORIAN - PLAY OVER: F#m7

F# PHRYGIAN - PLAY OVER: F#m7(#9)

F# LYDIAN - PLAY OVER: F#maj7(#11)

F# MIXOLYDIAN - PLAY OVER: F#7

F# AEOLIAN - PLAY OVER: F#m7

F# LOCRIAN - PLAY OVER: F#m7(#5)
E Ionian - Play Over: $E^\text{maj}7$

E Dorian - Play Over: $E^\text{m7}$

E Phrygian - Play Over: $E^\text{m7}(b9)$

E Lydian - Play Over: $E^\text{maj7}(#11)$

E Mixolydian - Play Over: $E^7$

E Aeolian - Play Over: $E^\text{m7}$

E Locrian - Play Over: $E^\text{m7}(b5)$
A Ionian - Play Over: Amaj7

A Dorian - Play Over: Am7

A Phrygian - Play Over: Am7(b9)

A Lydian - Play Over: Amaj7(#11)

A Mixolydian - Play Over: A7

A Aeolian - Play Over: Am7

A Locrian - Play Over: Am7(b5)
**D Ionian - Play Over:** Dmaj7

**D Dorian - Play Over:** Dm7

**D Phrygian - Play Over:** Dm7(b9)

**D Lydian - Play Over:** Dmaj7(#11)

**D Mixolydian - Play Over:** D7

**D Aeolian - Play Over:** Dm7

**D Locrian - Play Over:** Dm7(b5)
G IONIAN - PLAY OVER: Gmaj7

G DORIAN - PLAY OVER: Gm7

G PHRYGIAN - PLAY OVER: Gm7(#9)

G LYDIAN - PLAY OVER: Gmaj7(#11)

G MIXOLYDIAN - PLAY OVER: G7

G AEOLIAN - PLAY OVER: Gm7

G LOCRIAN - PLAY OVER: Gm7(b5)